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Abstract

Applications of mixture models in survey sampling are considered. Finite mixture
model and model of mixtures with varying concentrations are discussed. Esti-
mates based on minimax weighting scheme are proposed for estimation of means,
variances and probability density functions of mixture components.

1 Introduction

Surveys data usually contain information on units belonging to different sub-populations.
If the objective of a survey is to investigate some statistical characteristics of a prespec-
ified sub-population then all units from the other sub-populations should be considered
as a contamination (admixture). Ignoring contamination one obtains estimates which
are, generally speaking, biased and inconsistent. The data with contamination can be
considered as a mixture of different components. One of these components is of primary
interest, while all others are admixtures.
In this paper we discuss applications of statistical mixture models to the analysis of
such data.

2 Finite mixture model

In the classical finite mixture model (FMM) it is assumed that statistical data is a
set of independent identically distributed random vectors (variables) ξ1,. . . , ξn and the
distribution of ξi is a mixture of M different probabilistic distributions:

P{ξj ∈ A} = p1H1(A) + p2H2(A) + . . . + pMHM (A), (1)

where Hm, m = 1, . . . , M is the distribution of observed variables for units from the
m-th component of the mixture, pi is the probability to observe a unit from the m-th
component (the mixing probability), A is any measurable subset of the observations
space. If there exist pdfs hm of the components distributions Hm the pdf f of ξj can
be represented as

f(x) = p1h1(x) + p2h2(x) + . . . + pmhm(x).

In statistical problems, where the model (1) is used, the distributions Hm and/or the
mixing probabilities pm are usually unknown. In fact, if no assumptions are made on



the distributions Hm then the FMM (1) is unidentifiable, i.e. it is impossible to con-
struct a consistent estimate for Hm by the data even when the mixing probabilities
are known. Therefore in the classical mixture analysis it is assumed that the distri-
butions of the components belong to some parametric family of distributions. Then
a parametric technique of estimation is used to fit obtained mixed distribution to the
data. E.g. if all the components’ distributions are Gaussian then the model (1) is
identifiable and consistent estimates for the means, variances and mixing probabilities
of the components can be constructed. See McLachlan and Peel (2000), Titterington
et al. (1985).
This parametric modeling seems to be too restrictive for the purposes of surveys data
analysis. Distributions of such data frequently have a complicated nature and can’t be
fitted by simple parametric models. So there is a need for nonparametric technique of
mixture analysis applicable to surveys data.
Recently some nonparametric models were developed for different particular cases of
FMM analysis. In Hall & Zhou (2003) a two-component mixture is considered, in
which the observed data ξj are multivariate vectors with independent entries for both
components. Consistent estimates for cdfs of the entries and mixing probabilities are
constructed. Two-component mixtures of symmetric distributions were considered in
Bordes et al. (2006), Hunter et al. (2007), Maiboroda (2007). Such models are more
flexible than the parametric ones but they can be applied to mixtures with small number
of components only and are based on some a priori assumptions as independence or
symmetry.

3 Merging anonymous and non-anonymous surveys data

Let us consider a statistical problem which suggests some changes in the classical FMM
model. Assume that two surveys were made: (1) anonymous and (2) non-anonymous.
In the first survey there were N respondents (units) O1, O2,. . . , ON . Each of them
belongs to one of M sub-populations P1,. . . ,PM . The units were divided into K groups
G1,. . . ,GK with Nk units in the group Gk (N1 + N2 + . . . + NK = N). Anonymous
surveys were conducted separately in each group. As a result we obtain the data on
the numbers Nm

k of units belonging to the sub-population Pm in the group Gk for
k = 1, . . . ,K, m = 1, . . . , M .
The data of the second survey contain information on some sample Oi1 , Oi2 ,. . . , Oin

from the respondents of the first survey. For each unit O in the sample some variable
ξ = ξ(O) is measured. Let ξj = ξ(Oij ) be the value of this variable for the j-th unit
in the sample. The sub-population to which Oij belongs is unknown but we know the
group Gk in which Oij was surveyed anonymously. Let us denote the number of this
group by kj . The unobservable number of the sub-population Pm to which Oij belongs
will be denoted by νj .
The aim of the analysis is to estimate such statistical characteristics as mean, variance,
cdf, pdf for ξ(O) over units O belonging to the sub-population Pm. Let us denote the
distribution of interest by

Hm(A) := P{ξ(O) ∈ A | O ∈ Pm).



If Oij was chosen from Gkj
in random then

pm
j := P{νj = m} =

Nm
kj

Nkj

and the distribution of the observation ξj is

P{ξj ∈ A} = p1
jH1(A) + p2

jH2(A) + . . . + pMHM (A). (2)

So we obtain a model analogical to (1), in which the mixing probabilities are different
for different observations. This model is called the mixture with varying concentrations
(MVC).

4 Example: Sociological analysis of elections results

As an example of problems discussed above we consider the analysis of sociologic charac-
teristics distribution on sub-populations of different political parties adherents. Denote
the variable of interest by ξ. It can be “satisfaction of life” or ”importance of religion
in the respondent’s life” or any other variable which can be measured by answers of
a respondent on some questionnaire. Suppose that ξ is measured in some scale, e.g.
from 0 (“absolute dissatisfaction” or “unimportant”) to 100 (”absolute satisfaction” or
“highly important” ). We are interested in distribution of ξ for voters which voted,
say, “against all” at the recent parliament elections. Does this distribution differ from
the distribution of ξ for persons who voted for the party which won the elections?
Adherents of what parties have higher satisfaction of life or less interest to religion?
To answer these questions one can perform a survey on a sample of voters and obtain
the values ξ1, ξ2,. . . , ξn of the variable ξ for the respondents. But it is not politically
correct to ask a respondent for whom he/she voted at the resent elections. To estimate
political preferences of respondents the results of elections averaged by election districts
can be used. They can be considered as results of an anonymous survey.
So, all the population of voters is divided into sub-populations of different electorial
choices adherents: P1 contains the persons who voted for the first party in the ballot,
P2 contains the voters for the second party... PM−1 consists of the persons who voted
against all and the sub-population of voters who didn’t vote at this elections is denoted
by PM . Let Hm be the distribution of ξ for voters from Pm. Then the distribution
of ξj is described by (2), where pm

j is the frequency of m-th electoral behavior at the
electoral district where the j-th respondent voted.
If the number of respondents taken from any electoral district is small in comparison to
the number of voters at this district then ξj can be considered as independent random
variables.

5 Estimates based on MVT model

Let ξ1,. . . ,ξn be independent random variables with distributions defined by (2). The
mixing probabilities pm

j are known, the distributions of the components Hm are un-
known.



If all Hm were equal (H1 = H2 = . . . = HM ), they could be estimated by the em-
pirical distribution F̂ (A) = 1

n

∑n
j=1 1{ξj∈A}, where 1{ξj∈A} is an indicator of the event

{ξj ∈ A}: 1{ξj∈A} =

{
1 if ξj ∈ A,
0 if ξj 6∈ A.

Since the distributions of different components

are different, F̂n can’t be a consistent estimate to them. We propose to use a weighted
empirical distribution function

Ĥn(A, a) =
1
n

n∑

j=1

aj1{ξj∈A}

to estimate Hm. Here the weights aj should be taken to suppress influence of all other
components then Hm and to derive an unbiased estimate for Hm.
The unbiasedness means that EĤn(A, a) = Hm(A) for all possible A, H1,. . . ,HM . This
implies the following condition on the weight vector a = (a1, . . . , an):

1
n

n∑

j=1

ajp
l
j = 1{l=m}. (3)

This condition doesn’t define the weights unambiguously. To derive the best weights
vector which satisfies (3) we adopt the minimax approach. Define the quadratic risk of
the estimate Ĥ(·, a) as

R(a;H1, . . . , HM , A) = E(Ĥn(A, a)−Hm(A))2.

Then the assured (minimax) risk of the estimate is

R∗(a) = sup
A,H1,...,HM

R(a; H1, . . . , HM , A),

where the sup is evaluated over all possible Hl and A. It is readily seen that for unbiased
estimates

R∗(a) =
1
n

n∑

j=1

(aj)2.

The assured risk attains its minimal value under the condition (3) on the weights
am = (am

1 , . . . , am
n ), where

am
j =

M∑

l=1

γ̄mlp
l
j , (4)

Γ−1 = (γ̄ml)M
m,l=1 is the matrix inverse to Γ = (γml)M

m,l=1, γml = 1
n

∑n
j=1 pm

j pl
j . The

weights am are called the minimax weights for the estimation of Hm. They can be
applied to derive consistent estimates for means, variances and other probabilistic char-
acteristics of distributions Hm. E.g. an unbiased estimate for the mean

µm = E(ξ(O) | O ∈ Pm) =
∫

xHm(dx)

is

µ̂m =
1
n

n∑

j=1

am
j ξj =

∫
xĤn(dx, am).



As an estimate for the variance

σ2
m = E((ξ(O)− µm)2 | O ∈ Pm) =

∫
(x− µm)2Hm(dx),

one can use

σ̂2
m =

1
n

n∑

j=1

am
j (ξj − µ̂m)2.

Note that this estimate is consistent but not unbiased.
An estimate for the pdf hm of Hm can be constructed as a weighted version of the well
known kernel density estimate:

ĥm(x) =
1

λn

n∑

j=1

am
j K

(
x− ξj

λ

)
,

where K is a kernel (i.e. a pdf), λ is a bandwidth.

6 Discussion

Proposed estimates are consistent and asymptotically normal under mild conditions.
But they also have some unwanted features. For example, due to (3) the weights am

j

always are negative for some j. So the estimates σ̂2
k and ĥm also can be negative.

Possible improvements and alternatives to these estimates should be discussed.
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